
SUN SAILS 
CATALOGUE
Create a unique atmosphere of the surrounding thanks to the sun sails!
We have designed products with exceptional practical and aesthetic values. Sun sails 
do not only give UV protection, relaxation in the shade, but also help to create a unique 
atmosphere of the place during the day and at night - romantic or maybe modern? Just 
the way you want it!

Take a look at the catalogue and get a ray of inspiration!

Labo Print Team
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SUN SAILS WITH ADVERTISING PRINT 

Corner-fitted sun sails 
(triangle)
from 7,2 GBP

Sun sails with advertising print are a perfect solution 
combining the features of protection against sunlight, 
protection against light rain and advertising opportunities 
of your brand. Sun sails are particularly valued for their 
functionality with low purchase costs, stylish look, easy 
use, versatility, easy installation which can be performed in 
a manner that is non-invasive for the structure.

more info:

https://www.laboprint.eu/en/
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SUN SAILS WITH ADVERTISING PRINT 

Corner-fitted sun sails 
(square)
from 7,2 GBP

Sun sails with advertising print are a perfect solution 
combining the features of protection against sunlight, 
protection against light rain and advertising opportunities 
of your brand. Sun sails are particularly valued for their 
functionality with low purchase costs, stylish look, easy 
use, versatility, easy installation which can be performed in 
a manner that is non-invasive for the structure.

more info:

https://www.laboprint.eu/en/
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SUN SAILS WITH ADVERTISING PRINT 

Corner-fitted sun sails 
(rectangle)
from 7,2 GBP

Sun sails with advertising print are a perfect solution 
combining the features of protection against sunlight, 
protection against light rain and advertising opportunities 
of your brand. Sun sails are particularly valued for their 
functionality with low purchase costs, stylish look, easy 
use, versatility, easy installation which can be performed in 
a manner that is non-invasive for the structure.

more info:

https://www.laboprint.eu/en/
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SUN SAILS WITH ADVERTISING PRINT 

Roman strips with an optional advertising printing are 
a stylish decoration and protection against sunlight and 
light rain. They are valued for their functionality with low 
purchase costs, elegant appearance, easy use, versatility, 
easy installation which can be performed in a manner that 
is non-invasive for the structure.

Roman strips
from 7,9 GBP

more info:

https://www.laboprint.eu/en/
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SUN SAILS WITH ADVERTISING PRINT 

Gazebo strips with an optional advertising print are an 
alternative to Roman strips. They are narrower so installation 
is carried out on the transverse beams of the structure. The 
strips are both a stylish decoration and protection against 
sunlight and light rain. They are valued for their functionality 
with low purchase costs, elegant appearance, easy use, 
versatility, easy installation which can be performed in a 
manner that is non-invasive for the structure.

Gazebo strips
from 7,9 GBP

more info:

https://www.laboprint.eu/en/
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SUN SAILS WITH ADVERTISING PRINT 

Sun drapes are a very elegant solution for shading or fencing 
off a space, with the possibility of adding some advertising 
printing at the same time. With the thought-out solutions 
and neat finish, they can be retracted and pulled out without 
using any expensive systems.    They are an effective 
solution adding some lightness and airiness to spaces. Their 
additional advantage is that they slow wind and rain.  

Drapes/Curtains
from 7,2 GBP

more info:

other available materials: MESHFLAG

https://www.laboprint.eu/en/
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STANDARD SUN SAILS

Standard sun sails are a perfect solution combining the 
features of protection against sunlight and elegant space 
decoration. Sun sails are particularly valued for their 
functionality along with low purchase costs, stylish look, easy 
use, versatility, easy installation which can be performed in 
a manner that is non-invasive for the structure.

Corner-fitted sun sails 
HDPE(triangle)
from 5,6 GBP

more info:

other available materials: DECOR DECOR 
PATTERN

https://www.laboprint.eu/en/
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STANDARD SUN SAILS

Standard sun sails are a perfect solution combining the 
features of protection against sunlight, protection against 
light rain and elegant space decoration. Sun sails are 
particularly valued for their functionality along with low 
purchase costs, stylish look, easy use, versatility, easy 
installation which can be performed in a manner that is 
non-invasive for the structure.

Corner-fitted sun sails 
(square)
from 5,6 GBP

more info:

other available materials: HDPE DECOR 
PATTERN

https://www.laboprint.eu/en/
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STANDARD SUN SAILS

Standard sun sails are a perfect solution combining the 
features of protection against sunlight, protection against 
light rain and elegant space decoration. Sun sails are 
particularly valued for their functionality along with low 
purchase costs, stylish look, easy use, versatility, easy 
installation which can be performed in a manner that is 
non-invasive for the structure.

Corner-fitted sun sails 
(rectangle)
from 5,6 GBP

more info:

other available materials: HDPE DECOR 
PATTERN

https://www.laboprint.eu/en/
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STANDARD SUN SAILS

Roman strips are both an elegant decoration and protection 
against sun and light rain. They are valued for their 
functionality with low purchase costs, stylish look, easy 
use, versatility, easy installation which can be performed in 
a manner that is non-invasive for the structure.

Roman strips

from 7,9 GBP

more info:

other available materials: DECOR 
PATTERN

https://www.laboprint.eu/en/
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STANDARD SUN SAILS

Standard gazebo strips are an alternative to Roman strips. 
They are narrower so installation is carried out on the 
transverse beams of the structure. The strips are both 
a stylish decoration and protection against sunlight and 
light rain. They are valued for their functionality along with 
low purchase costs, stylish look, easy use, versatility, easy 
installation which can be performed in a manner that is non-
invasive for the structure.

Gazebo strips

from: 7,9 GBP

more info:

other available materials: DECOR 
PATTERN

https://www.laboprint.eu/en/
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STANDARD SUN SAILS

Sun drapes are a very elegant solution for shading or 
outlining a space. With the thought-out solutions and neat 
finish, they can be retracted and pulled out without using 
any expensive systems.    They are an effective solution 
adding some lightness and airiness to spaces.  

Drapes/Curtains
from: 5,8 GBP

more info:

other available materials: MESHFLAG

https://www.laboprint.eu/en/
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STANDARD SUN SAILS

Standard retractable sun sails are a decoration of space, 
protecting against sunlight and light rain.  Owing to the neat 
finish, they decorate the space, complementing it perfectly. 
Well thought-out solutions enable retracting and extending, 
which requires minimum maintenance. They are a valued 
choice for their elegant look, functionality,  and adjustment 
almost to any structure.  

Retractable sun sails
from: 8,5 GBP

more info:

https://www.laboprint.eu/en/
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STANDARD SUN SAILS

Standard Roman blinds are horizontal blinds designed to 
protect against sunlight and light rain. Owing to the neat 
finish, they decorate the space, complementing it perfectly. 
Well thought-out solutions enable retracting and extending, 
which requires minimum maintenance. They are a valued 
choice for their elegant look, functionality,  and adjustment 
almost to any structure. 

Roman blinds

from: 17,3 GBP

more info:

https://www.laboprint.eu/en/
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STANDARD SUN SAILS

Balcony cover is a very practical solution for public spaces. 
It decorates the railings, ensures discretion, gives shade, 
and protects against wind. It is valued for its functionality, 
neat finish, easy use and non-invasive installation adapted 
to many types of railings, as well as its compatibility with 
our other products.

Balcony cover HDPE
from 7,6 GBP

more info:

other available materials: DECOR DECOR 
PATTERN

https://www.laboprint.eu/en/
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.

DENMARK:
+48 504 067 294
dk@laboprint.eu

NORWAY:
+48 504 067 294
no@laboprint.eu

AUSTRIA:
+48 504 237 723
+48 510 925 461
at@laboprint.eu

BELGIUM:
+48 504 067 403 (FR)
+48 516 041 055 (NL)
be@laboprint.eu

ITALY:
+48 510 925 418
+48 572 698 260 
en@laboprint.eu

SWITZERLAND:
+48 504 237 723 (DE)
+48 510 925 461 (DE)
+48 504 067 403 (FR)
ch@laboprint.eu

NETHERLANDS:
+48 516 041 055
nl@laboprint.eu

LUXEMBOURG:
+48 517 250 373 (DE)
+48 504 067 403 (FR)
lu@laboprint.eu

IRELAND
+48 510 925 418
+48 572 698 260 
irl@laboprint.eu

UNITED KINGDOM
+48 510 925 418
+48 572 698 260 
en@laboprint.eu

FINLAND:
+48 504 067 294
+48 504 067 389
fi@laboprint.eu

GERMANY:
+48 504 237 723
+48 510 925 461 
de@laboprint.eu

FRANCE:
+48 504 067 403
+48 516 041 030 
fr@laboprint.eu

SWEDEN:
+48 504 067 389
+48 504 067 294 
se@laboprint.eu

POLAND:
+48 510 925 460
+48 506 742 763
pl@laboprint.eu

STANDARD SUN SAILS

https://www.laboprint.eu/en/


Price list

Żagiel wodoszczelny na wymiar
Custom-made waterproof sun sail, retractable

Custom-made horizontal Roman blinds

Custom-made premium gazebo strip

Drape curtain without print  (decor)

Standard curtain without print (meshflag)

Custom-made premium balcony cover

Custom-made waterproof sun sail na wymiar cena za 1m²

na wymiar cena za 1m²

na wymiar cena za 1m²

na wymiar cena za 1m²

na wymiar cena za 1m²

na wymiar cena za 1m²

5,9

9,0

18,3

8,4

6,1

6,1

6,1

5,8

8,8

17,9

8,2

6,0

6,0

6,0

5,6

8,5

17,3

7,9

5,8

5,8

5,8

na wymiar cena za 1m²

Custom-made HDPE sun sail na wymiar cena za 1m² 5,9 5,8 5,6

Custom-made HDPE gazebo strip na wymiar cena za 1m² 8,4 8,2 7,9

Custom-made HDPE balcony cover na wymiar cena za 1m² 7,6 7,5 7,2

Gazebo/Roman strip with print (decor)

Advertising waterproof sun sail with snap rings (decor)

Standard curtain with a print (meshflag) 

na wymiar cena za 1m²

na wymiar cena za 1m²

8,4

7,6

7,6

8,2

7,5

7,5

7,9

7,2

7,2

na wymiar cena za 1m²

Veil curtain with print (decor) na wymiar cena za 1m² 7,6 7,5 7,2

price SKMsize price SKM price SKM

ranges per m² 1-50 m² 51-100 m² 101-300 m²

product

Custom-made waterproof sun sail (triangle) na wymiar cena za 1m² 14,6 14,4 13,5



Retractable waterproof sun sail

Retractable waterproof sun sail

1,5x5

2,5x3

50,2

53,2

49,0

52,0

47,4

50,2

Retractable waterproof sun sail 2,5x4 59,3 58,0 56,0

Żagiel wodoszczelny na wymiar
Retractable waterproof sun sail

Retractable waterproof sun sail

Vertical Roman blinds

Vertical Roman blinds

Retractable waterproof sun sail 2,5x5

3x3

3x5

2,5x3

76,1

65,4

88,3

137,0

167,5

74,4

63,9

86,3

134,0

163,8

71,8

61,8

83,4

129,4

158,22,5x4

Żagiel wodoszczelny na wymiar
Triangle waterproof sun sail

Triangle waterproof sun sail

Triangle waterproof sun sail

Retractable waterproof sun sail

4,2x4,2x5,9

5,2x5,2x5,2

5x5x7

45,6

64,0

71,6

44,2

44,6

62,6

70,1

43,2

43,0

60,5

67,7

41,81,5x4

Square waterproof sun sail 2x2 28,8 28,2 27,2

Żagiel wodoszczelny na wymiar
Square waterproof sun sail

Rectangle waterproof sun sail

Rectangle waterproof sun sail

Rectangle waterproof sun sail

Square waterproof sun sail

Rectangle waterproof sun sail

Rectangle waterproof sun sail 3x2,5

3x3

3x4

3x4,5

4x4

4,2x4,7

34,9

34,9

44,1

45,6

50,2

67,1

70,1

34,1

34,1

43,1

44,6

49,0

65,6

68,6

33,0

33,0

41,6

43,0

47,4

63,3

66,2

3x5

Triangle waterproof sun sail 3x3x4,2 28,8 28,2 27,2

Triangle waterproof sun sail 3,5x3,5x3,5 35,1 34,3 33,1

product price SKMsize price SKM price SKM

ranges per item 1-30 pcs 31-50 pcs 51-200 pcs



Vertical Roman blinds

Vertical Roman blinds

3x3

3x4

167,5

198,0

163,8

193,6

158,2

187,0

Vertical Roman blinds 3x5 243,8 238,3 230,2

Żagiel wodoszczelny na wymiar
Premium Roman strip

Premium Roman strip

Vertical Roman blinds 4x4

1,5x5

1,5x7

289,5

35,1

42,7

283,0

34,3

41,7

273,4

33,1

40,3

product price SKMsize price SKM price SKM

ranges per item 1-30 pcs 31-50 pcs 51-200 pcs 

Square HDPE sun sail

Square HDPE sun sail

Rectangle HDPE sun sail

Rectangle HDPE sun sail

Rectangle HDPE sun sail

Triangle HDPE sun sail

4x4

5x5

4x6

5x6

5x5x7

67,1

83,8

91,5

99,1

106,7

71,6

65,6

82,0

89,4

96,9

104,3

70,1

63,3

79,2

86,4

93,6

100,8

67,7

4x7

Triangle HDPE sun sail 6x6x6 80,8 79,0 76,3

HDPE gazebo strip

HDPE gazebo strip

HDPE gazebo strip

Triangle HDPE sun sail 7x7x7

0,4x5

0,5x5

0,7x5

114,3

13,9

14,8

19,1

111,8

13,6

14,5

18,6

108,0

13,1

14,0

18,0

Waterproof sun sail with graphics (décor)

Waterproof sun sail with graphics (décor)

Waterproof sun sail with graphics (décor)

Waterproof sun sail with graphics (décor) 3x3

3x4

3x4,5

3x5

45,6

60,8

66,9

74,5

44,6

59,5

65,4

72,9

43,0

57,4

63,2

70,4

Premium gazebo strip

Premium gazebo strip

Premium gazebo strip

0,4x5

0,7x5

11,4

12,2

15,1

11,2

11,9

14,8

10,8

11,5

14,3

0,5x5
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